CALIFORNIA COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
DECLARATION
Sight Sciences, Inc. (“Sight Sciences”) has established, based on our good faith understanding of
California Health and Safety Code §§119400-119402 (the “California Act”), a comprehensive ethics and
compliance program (“Compliance Program”) that is materially compliant with the requirements of the
California Act. As of the date of this declaration, Sight Sciences declares that we comply in all material
respects with our Compliance Program and a description of the Compliance Program will be made
available upon request. Sight Sciences manufactures, distributes, and markets medical devices and, as a
result, we have developed our comprehensive compliance program to comply with the Medical Device
Manufacturers Association Revised Code of Conduct on Interactions with Healthcare Providers (the
“MDMA Code”). The MDMA Code is a voluntary ethical code established by the medical device industry
and is substantially equivalent to the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America Code on
Interactions with Health Care Professionals (the PhRMA Code”).
The Compliance Program is reasonably designed to prevent and detect violations of our policies and
procedures and the law. Sight Sciences has implemented appropriate program elements through our
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, policies, procedures, internal lines of communication (e.g., our
Ethics Hotline), training, monitoring, auditing, and mechanisms for corrective action, as well as discipline
of employees when appropriate. Sight Sciences also has a senior executive who oversees the
implementation of our Compliance Program and chairs our Ethics and Compliance Committee. In
addition to the above program elements, Sight Sciences has established an annual limit of $5000 for
meals and educational items provided to healthcare professionals practicing in the State of California.
The annual limit excludes payments or other transfers of value statutorily excluded from the limit (e.g.,
payments to or meals for consultants), items provided to health care professionals that are ultimately
intended for patients or consumers, fellowships, receptions at third-party educational or professional
meetings, and sales aids.
We recognize that ethics and compliance programs must adapt to changing external requirements as
well as a company’s evolving business and risk management needs. Therefore, Sight Sciences will
regularly assess our Compliance Program, and refine the Compliance Program by implementing
compliance program improvements to meet identified needs. To obtain a copy of this California
Compliance Program Declaration, please call (833) 624-0284.
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